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Abstract
Despite their beneﬁts, programmers rarely use formal
speciﬁcations, because they are difﬁcult to write and they
require an up front investment in time. To address these is-
sues, we present a tool that helps programmers write and
debug algebraic speciﬁcations. Given an algebraic speciﬁ-
cation, our tool instantiates a prototype that can be used
just like any regular Java class. The tool can also mod-
ify an existing application to use the prototype generated
by the interpreter instead of a hand-coded implementation.
The tool improves the usability of algebraic speciﬁcations
in the following ways: (i) A programmer can “run” an al-
gebraic speciﬁcation to study its behavior. The tool reports
inwhichway a speciﬁcationis incompletefor aclient appli-
cation. (ii) The tool can check whether a speciﬁcation and
a hand-coded implementation behave the same for a par-
ticular run of a client application. (iii) A prototype can be
used when a hand-coded implementation is not yet avail-
able. Two case studies demonstrate how to use the tool.
1. Introduction
Formal speciﬁcations have many software engineering
beneﬁts. Perhaps the most important advantage of formal
speciﬁcations is that they can provide an unambiguous and
possibly machine checkable documentation of an interface.
Clients of the speciﬁed interfaces know exactly what the in-
terfaceprovidesand can thereforeuse it correctly.Program-
mers implementing the interface know exactly how an im-
plementation of the interface should behave and therefore
have a gold standard with which to test their implementa-
tion. Unfortunately, most programmers do not write formal
speciﬁcations because they are difﬁcult to write and require
signiﬁcant mathematical maturity on the part of program-
mers. This paper describes and evaluates a tool for develop-
ing algebraic speciﬁcations.
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There are many kinds of formal speciﬁcations, each
with their own strengths and weaknesses. For example, ax-
iomaticspeciﬁcations(e.g.,[12])arewellsuitedfordescrib-
ing how methods manipulate the state of an object. They
are thus valuable for programmers who try to understand
and extend an existing implementation [9]. On the other
hand, for programmers who are interested in using a partic-
ular class without worrying about the implementation de-
tails, understanding axiomatic speciﬁcations can be cum-
bersome. In contrast, for certain classes, in particular many
container classes, algebraic speciﬁcations (e.g., [13]) can
be short and elegant; they often provide the advantage of
capturing the observable behavior without exposing the im-
plementation details of objects. Since container classes are
among the most frequently reused classes, and thus partic-
ularly beneﬁt from machine checkable documentation, we
focus only on algebraic speciﬁcations in this paper.
Given an algebraic speciﬁcation for a class and a client
for the class, our tool runs the client using interpreta-
tion to simulate the behavior of the speciﬁed class. In this
way, when a programmer writes an algebraic speciﬁcation,
the system automatically provides an implementation. Our
tool interprets algebraic speciﬁcations using term rewriting,
which is a well studied area [6, 20]. However, to our knowl-
edge our system is the ﬁrst to seamlessly integrate fully au-
tomatic algebraic rewriting techniques with Java classes.
Our system provides three main beneﬁts. First, it gives
programmers more for their effort: they not only get the
beneﬁtofaformalspeciﬁcationbuttheyalsogetaprototype
of their class, which they can immediately use. This feature
may be particularly useful in multi-programmer projects
since it allows the developers of some components to test
against speciﬁcations of other components before those are
even implemented. Second, by providing a feature for ex-
perimentally validating a speciﬁcation against an imple-
mentation, our tool helps prevent divergence of implemen-
tation and its speciﬁcation as the software system evolves.
Third, our system is invaluable for debugging algebraic
speciﬁcations since it allows programmers to “run” a spec-
iﬁcation and observe its behavior. When running a speciﬁ-
cation, there are three possible outcomes: (i) the run pro-
duces correct answers, which suggests that the speciﬁcation
may be sound and complete; (ii) the run produces incor-Implementation
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Figure 1. Integrating speciﬁcation discovery
tools and our interpreter
rect answers which indicates a bug in our speciﬁcation; and
(iii) the run fails because the interpreter is unable to pro-
duce an answer for a method, which indicates that the spec-
iﬁcationis incomplete.Notice that debuggingspeciﬁcations
is a non-trivial task, especially with realistic classes that re-
quire a large number of axioms (e.g., java.util.LinkedList
requires more than 100 axioms to completely specify its 39
methods).
Figure 1 shows how our speciﬁcation interpreter com-
plements our own previous work on algebraic speciﬁcation
discovery[14].We useouralgebraicspeciﬁcationdiscovery
tool to discover a speciﬁcation (ArrayList.spec) from an im-
plementation (ArrayList.java). While speciﬁcation discovery
tools are effective in discovering speciﬁcations [9, 1, 14],
the speciﬁcations they produce may be both unsound and
incomplete. This is because the most effective speciﬁcation
discovery tools (to our knowledge) are based on analyz-
ing program runs rather than statically analyzing the code.
Our speciﬁcation interpreter can be used by a programmer
to debug a discovered speciﬁcation, which means that a
programmer iteratively reﬁnes the speciﬁcation to make it
sound and complete within a given context, e.g., within a
client that uses the speciﬁed class (BibtexParser.java). This
approach for addressing unsoundness and incompleteness
is complementary to Nimmer and Ernst [18], who address
unsoundness for a subset of discovered invariants by using
the static checker ESC/Java for validation. We demonstrate
the applicability of our tools for the scenario shown in Fig-
ure 1 in a case study (Section 5.2).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes our algebraic speciﬁcation language. Section 3
describes the design of our algebraic interpreter. Section 4
presentsouralgebraicrewritingengine.Section5reportson
our experience with our approach and our tools. In particu-
lar, we report on scenarios in which we used our approach
to develop algebraic speciﬁcations. Section 6 discusses re-
lated work and Section 7 concludes.
2. Our Algebraic Speciﬁcation Language
Invoking a Java method has seven possible conse-
quences: The method may (i) return a value, (ii) throw
an exception, (iii) modify the receiver (“this”), (iv) ter-
minate the program, (v) modify objects reachable from
arguments, (vi) modify other objects, reachable from in-
stance variables or static variables, or (vii) modify re-
sources external to the program. (i)-(v) are easy to express
in algebraic speciﬁcations, while (vi) and (vii) are awk-
ward at best. Since (i)-(iii) are the most common, and
from a software engineering viewpoint are the most de-
sirable, our language supports only these. (iv) is trivial.
Elsewhere we describe how to extend our language to sup-
port (v) [14]. We do not yet know of a good way to address
(vi) or (vii).
Algebraic speciﬁcations have two parts: an algebraic
signature and a set of axioms [17]. The algebraic signa-
tureitself hastwo parts:sorts andfunctiontypes. Intuitively,
sorts givethe types of interest to the algebra.Functiontypes
are the operations from which terms of the algebra are con-
structed. Equational axioms equate terms in the algebra.
Speciﬁcations written in our speciﬁcation language mirror
thisstructurebyhavingthethreeparts(sorts,functiontypes,
and axioms) as follows.
First, the speciﬁcation ﬁle enumerates the sorts. For ex-
ample, in Java terms, the sorts are the classes that are used
by the axioms. For each class, the user may optionally
specify a concrete existing implementation for that type.
This feature is useful if a programmer wants to experimen-
tally check if a speciﬁcation matches a real implementation.
Primitive types in Java are implicitly sorts of the algebra.
For example, the sorts for our linked list speciﬁcation are as
follows:
class LinkedList is java.util.LinkedList
class NoSuchElementException is
java.util.NoSuchElementException
class Object is java.lang.Object
In other words, there are three sorts (LinkedList,
NoSuchElementException, and Object). This speciﬁca-
tion fragment also references real existing implementa-
tions (e.g., java.util.LinkedList) of the sorts which can be
checked against the speciﬁcation.
Second, the speciﬁcation ﬁle enumerates the function
types. For example, one of the function types for our linked
list speciﬁcation is as follows:
method add is
<java.util.LinkedList: boolean add(java.lang.Object)>
This function type says that the add function is deﬁned on a
LinkedList andtakesan Object as its argument.Its returntype
is boolean (to indicate whether or not the add was success-
ful). Note that rather than inventing new syntax, we have
tried to use Java syntax as much as possible. We borrow the
2Soot syntax for fully qualiﬁed names of Java classes and
methods [22].
Third, the speciﬁcation ﬁle gives the equational axioms.
For example, consider the following two axioms from our
linked list speciﬁcation. The ﬁrst argument to each opera-
tion is the receiver object.
forall l:LinkedList forall o:Object (Axiom 1)
removeLast(add(l,o).state).retval == o
forall l:LinkedList forall o:Object (Axiom 2)
removeLast(add(l,o).state).state == l
Note the .retval and .state qualiﬁcations. These corre-
spond to the return value of an operation and the (possi-
bly modiﬁed) state of this after an operation, respectively.
Both axioms are universally quantiﬁed over all linked lists
and all objects. Axiom 1 states that invoking removeLast af-
ter an add returns the value that was last added. Axiom 2
states that if after adding an element to a linked list, l, one
invokes a removeLast, the this is modiﬁed to be l (i.e., what
it was before the add).
Axioms may be conditional. For example, consider:
axiom forall l:LinkedList forall x:Object forall i:int (Axiom 3)
if i>=0 then get(addFirst(l,x).state,intAdd(i,1).retval).retval
== get(l,i).retval
This axiom deﬁnes the semantics of the get operation in
terms of addFirst. get returns the ith element in the linked
list. The basic idea is to traverse down the list while decre-
menting i as long as i  0. intAdd performs integer addi-
tion. Our system is preinitialized with axioms pertaining to
intAdd.
3. Approach
Our approach provides a seamless integration between
an interpreter for algebraic speciﬁcations and Java appli-
cations. From the perspective of the developer, there is no
difference (except for performance) between calling a Java
method and interpreting an algebraic speciﬁcation that de-
scribes the method. This property of our approach means
that application developers get a prototype implementation
of their classes for free when they develop algebraic speci-
ﬁcations for their classes. Once developers get some expe-
rience with the prototype, they can replace it with a hand-
coded (and probably faster) implementation. Our approach
also helps in the testing and developmentof the hand-coded
implementation by providing an option for continuously
validating the hand-coded implementation against the al-
gebraic speciﬁcation for the implementation. Thus, our ap-
proachcan immediately detect when an implementationde-
viates from its formal speciﬁcation.
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of our system. From
the user supplied parts we see that the user provides two
kinds of input to our system: Speciﬁcation Components,
which are the algebraic speciﬁcation parts of the input, and
Java Applications, which are the Java parts of the input.
The Algebraic Speciﬁcations are speciﬁcations in the lan-
guage described in Section 2. The Simulation Set is the set
of classes that are to be simulated by our speciﬁcation inter-
preter. For example, if a programmer wants to use a spec-
iﬁcation for a LinkedList, the simulation set would contain
only LinkedList, and the algebraic speciﬁcation would spec-
ify the behavior of LinkedList.
In addition to the algebraic speciﬁcations and the sim-
ulation set, users of our system also provide a client that
usestheclassesinthesimulationset(simulationclient).Op-
tionally, users may also provide simulation subjects which
are real existing implementations of the classes to be sim-
ulated. These classes are actually speciﬁed as part of the
speciﬁcation (Section 2). If a user provides these classes,
our interpreter continuously checks the result of the inter-
pretation against these classes (i.e., it runs them in paral-
lel). Thus, this optional component provides a mechanism
for dynamically validating a real implementation against an
algebraic speciﬁcation. Furthermore, when algebraic inter-
pretation fails due to an incomplete speciﬁcation, the inter-
preter can issue warnings and continue to execute by using
results from the simulation subjects.
We use a custom Java class loader to load the simula-
tion client. The class loader uses the bytecode engineering
library [3] to redirect references to classes belonging to the
simulation set to simulation stubs. In other words, once we
load the simulation client, it references simulation stubs in-
stead of classes that are in the simulation set. The simu-
lation stubs contain methods with the same signatures as
the classes they simulate; however, their bodies delegate all
calls to the interpreter. We generate simulation stubs on the
ﬂy. For example, consider the following code fragment:
LinkedList l1 = new LinkedList();
LinkedList l2 = new LinkedList();
Integer ﬁve = new Integer(5);
l2.add(ﬁve); l1.addAll(l2);
Since LinkedList is a member of the simulation set, the class
loader replaces all references to LinkedList with references
to the simulation stub SIMSTUB LinkedList by manipulat-
ing the constant pool of the Java bytecode for the class. We
generatethesimulationstub, SIMSTUB LinkedList,automat-
ically when we encounter the ﬁrst reference to LinkedList.
SIMSTUB LinkedList l1 = new SIMSTUB LinkedList();
SIMSTUB LinkedList l2 = new SIMSTUB LinkedList();
Integer ﬁve = new Integer(5);
l2.add(ﬁve); l1.addAll(l2);
Following is an example of the add method in the simula-
tion stub for LinkedList. This stub wraps all arguments into
an object array and passes a serialized signature, the argu-
ments, and the receiver object to the interpreter. Finally, it
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Figure 2. Architecture of our system
unboxes the result of the interpretation into a boolean.
public boolean add(Object o)f
return UnboxUtil.unboxBoolean(
Interpreter.interpret(”<LinkedList: boolean add(Object)>”,
new Object[]fog,this); g
For each simulation stub instance (e.g., an object of type
SIMSTUB LinkedList), the interpreter maintains both an al-
gebraic term modeling the state of the object and option-
ally, a simulation subject instance (e.g., an object of type
LinkedList) (see the Interpreter box in Figure 2). When the
simulation client invokes a method on a simulation stub in-
stance,theinterpreterextends(andpossiblyrewrites)the al-
gebraic term associated with that instance. If the program-
mer has provided simulation subjects, the interpreter also
invokes the corresponding method on the simulation sub-
ject instance. After executing the code above, the simula-
tion stub instance referred to by l1 maps to the following al-
gebraic term:
addAll(NewLinkedList().state, (Term 1)
add(NewLinkedList().state,Integer@3982).state).state
The subterm Integer@3982 denotes the Integer object con-
taining the integer value 5. By applying term rewriting (dis-
cussed in detail in Section 4), the interpreter (i) reduces the
size of the terms that model the state of an object (ii) com-
putes the return value of the simulated Java methods. As an
example for (i), the interpreter uses the axiom
forall o:Object add(NewLinkedList().state,o).state (Axiom 4)
== addFirst(LinkedList().state,o).state
to transform the algebraic term Term 1 into
addAll(NewLinkedList().state,addFirst( (Term 2)
NewLinkedList().state,Integer@3982).state).state
Next, the axiom
forall l1:LinkedList forall l2:LinkedList (Axiom 5)
addAll(l1,addFirst(l2,o).state).state
==addAll(add(l1,o).state,l2).state
transforms Term 2 into
addAll(add(NewLinkedList().state, (Term 3)
Integer@3982).state, NewLinkedList().state).state
Next, the axiom
forall l:LinkedList addAll(l,newLinkedList().state).state==l
transforms Term 3 into
add(NewlinkedList().state,Integer@3982).state (Term 4)
As an example for (ii), the interpreter rewrites the term
addAll(NewLinkedList().state, (Term 5)
add(NewLinkedList().state,Integer@3982).retval
using the axiom
forall l1:LinkedList forall l2:LinkedList forall o:Object
addAll(l1,add(l2,o).state).retval==true (Axiom 6)
into true. Since true is a constant, the interpreter can return
the constant back to the interpretation stub and the simula-
tion was successful.
Sometimes the algebraic speciﬁcation may be incom-
plete, which means that we cannot compute a return value
for a particular method application. For example, if Ax-
iom 6 is missing, the interpreter will not be able to pro-
duce the return value (true) for the term given above. At this
point the interpreter reports an irreducible term to the user.
If the user has supplied simulation subjects, the interpreter
can use the result produced by the simulation subject in-
stance and continue with the interpretation.
4. Algebraic Term Rewriting
Section 3 illustrated how we use rewritingto interpretal-
gebraic speciﬁcations. We now discuss rewriting in greater
detail, focusing on the challenges that we encountered.
Any given speciﬁcation language presents a particu-
lar tradeoff between analyzability and expressiveness. Lan-
guages that are easy to analyze are usually not as expres-
sive or convenient for the programmer or the speciﬁer, yet
4expressive languages can quickly become too costly to ana-
lyze. Our speciﬁcation language (Section 2) is very expres-
sive, which means that it presents a number of challenges
for our interpreter. We start by giving a high-level overview
of our use of rewriting and then discuss the challenges that
we encountered.
4.1. Overview of Rewriting
Recall that Java clients of our interpretation invoke oper-
ations on simulation stub instances. These simulation stub
instances take the place of regular objects (e.g., instances of
a LinkedList) in a traditional Java program. As the client in-
vokes moremethodson simulationstub instances, the terms
modeling the state of the objects increase in their size. The
rewriting engine is responsible for reducing these terms.
Rewriting interprets the axioms in the algebraic speciﬁca-
tion as rewriting rules that transform one term into another.
Each axiom in the user-provided speciﬁcation gives rise to
up to two rewriting rules. For example,
forall o: Object addFirst(NewLinkedList().state, o).state
==add(NewLinkedList().state, o).state
gives rise to two potential rewriting rules, namely
forall o: Object addFirst(NewLinkedList().state, o).state
! add(NewLinkedList().state, o).state and
forall o: Object add(NewLinkedList().state, o).state
! addFirst(NewLinkedList().state, o).state
However, the axiom
forall l:LinkedList forall o: Object add(l,o).retval==true
gives rise to only
forall l:LinkedList forall o: Object add(l,o).retval ! true
since we would not have a binding for l and o if we had a
rewriting rule from true to add(l,o).retval.
Given a term that needs to be reduced, our interpreter
works by applying a sequence of rewriting rules. If the rea-
son for reducing a term is to produce an answer to return to
theclient, ourinterpreterapplies rewritingrules until it ends
up with a constant (e.g., a number of a reference to an ob-
ject). If the reason for reducing a term is to reduce its size,
the interpreter can stop whenever it feels that the term is
small enough.
Especially in the ﬁrst case (i.e., reducing a term to pro-
duce a value for the client), our interpreter may fail in two
ways. First, the interpretermay be unableto ﬁnd a sequence
of rewritings that produce a constant. This case exposes po-
tentialincompletenessintheuser-providedaxioms.Second,
the interpreter may be able to reduce the term to an incor-
rect constant (e.g., it ﬁnds 5 instead of 9). This case exposes
an error in one or more of the axioms. In both of the above
cases, our system produces a detailed message describing
what failed. As we show in Section 5, these diagnostics are
invaluable for producing a correct speciﬁcation or debug-
ging an existing speciﬁcation.
4.2. Strategies for Algebraic Term Rewriting
To manage the vast search space for term rewritings, we
use two strategies.
Our primary strategy is a greedy one that uses only
rewriting steps that reduce the size of the term. It does not
use backtracking. If the term to be reduced is a .retval term,
andthisstrategyis unabletoreduceittoaconstant,itresorts
to thesecondarystrategy.We donot usethe secondarystrat-
egy for .state terms because reducing .state terms is a perfor-
manceoptimizationand not strictly necessary.Thus, we use
the secondary strategy only when we absolutely need it.
Our secondary strategy tries all rewriting steps that do
not grow the term. If any of these rewriting steps lead to a
term that can be reduced in size via a rewriting step, we re-
vertbacktothe primarystrategy.Notethatthis strategyuses
backtrackingand is thus much more expensive than the pri-
mary strategy.
Even our secondary strategy may be unable to reduce a
term if, for example, it is necessary to increase the size of
the term before it can be ultimately reduce. Our current im-
plementation does not check the set of rewriting rules for
conﬂuence [6] or for consistency, which means: (i) it may
allow a term to be reduced to two distinct constants; and
(ii) it may not ﬁnd the desirable rewriting sequence, even
though it only consists of steps that make the term smaller.
Theset ofstrategiesthatwehavechosenaffectsthecapa-
bilities and the efﬁciency of our system. While we believe
that the strategies we have added to our interpreter make
sense in practice, there is still a lot of room for experimen-
tation.
4.3. Conditional Axioms
Conditional axioms lead to additional complexity
in the algebraic speciﬁcation interpreter. Consider Ax-
iom 3, which we explained at the end of Section 2:
forall l:LinkedList forall x:Object forall i:int
if i>=0 then get(addFirst(l,x).state,intAdd(i,1).retval).retval
== get(l,i).retval
For this kind of algebraic axiom (or the corresponding
rewriting rule from left to right) we simply make sure that
the constraints between if and then are fulﬁlled whenever
we unify the left side of the axiom with a term. Sets of ax-
iomsallowingthis kindofconstraints,i.e.a set ofsimplere-
lations between variables and constants, are called a semi-
equational system in the literature [20].
Our system also allows the more complex join systems
[20]. A join system allows conditional axioms with arbi-
trary terms in the condition. For such axioms we need to
5use the rewriting system to also determine the value of
the condition (true or false). While this all seems straight-
forward, it can lead to inﬁnite recursion. Furthermore, we
ﬁnd that the debugging trace for a join system can become
hard to digest since deeply nested sequences of constraints,
checks, and rewriting attempts are common. We feel that
join systems, despite their increased complexity over semi-
equational systems, are worth it: they often allow more el-
egant expression of behavior than semi-equational systems.
For example, the following axiom uses the contains opera-
tion in a constraint to say that, if the hash set h already con-
tains o, the size of h will not change if we add o again. This
same axiom is much harder to write in a semi-equational
system.
forall h:HashSet forall o:Object
if contains(h,o).retval==true then
size(add(h,o).state).retval == size(h).retval
To see how this axiom can be used as a rewriting rule, con-
sider rewriting the term
size(add(add(NewHashSet().state,Object@1234
).state,Object@1234).state).retval
First, we note that without considering the condi-
tion in the axiom, the left side of the axiom uni-
ﬁes with the term with the uniﬁcation mapping m
= f h 7! add(NewHashSet().state,Object@1234).state,
o 7! Object@1234g. However, before we can ap-
ply the rewriting, we need to determine if the condi-
tion is true. We apply m to the condition to get: contains(
add(NewHashSet().state,Object@1234).state,Object@1234).retval
==true. Using the axioms for the contains operation (omit-
ted for brevity), the algebraic interpreter will reduce this re-
lation by rewriting it to true==true. Thus, the check succeeds
and the original rewriting rule can now be applied, yield-
ing size(add(NewHashSet().state,Object@1234).state).retval.
4.4. References to External Methods
Sometimesthespeciﬁcationofoneclassmayneedtoref-
erence methods from a class outside the simulation set. For
example, when writing the speciﬁcation for a hash set’s add
method, we would like to write:
forall h:HashSet forall o1:Object forall o2:Object
if equals(o1, o2).retval==true then
contains(add(h,o1).state,o2).retval==contains(h,o2).retval
However, this axiom uses the equals method of o1 which is
not part of the speciﬁcation of a hash set. Similar problems
arise when writing speciﬁcations for an iterator. There are
two ways of addressingthis problem:(i) Includethe speciﬁ-
cation of equals in the speciﬁcation for hash set; (ii) Extend
the speciﬁcation language to allow calls to Java methods,
such as equals. The ﬁrst approach,while seemingly more el-
egant than the second approach, has one disadvantage: it
forces us to specify the behavior of equals for all possible
Figure 3. User interface for rewriting engine
objects that could be added to a HashSet. Generic contain-
ers in the Java language will make this approach more vi-
able,butevenwith generics,dynamicclass loadingcan load
new subclasses for which the behavior of equals is differ-
ent than any given speciﬁcation. Our current prototype sup-
ports both the ﬁrst and the second solution: One can de-
clare that an operation as external which means that when-
ever the interpreter encounters a term in which all parame-
ters are constants, the Java implementation for the method
is evaluated. For example, suppose that equals has been de-
clared an external method. When the interpreter encoun-
ters equals(Object@1423,Object@1111).retval it will execute
the appropriate equals implementation before resuming al-
gebraicinterpretation.This mechanismis also usefulforex-
tending the interpreterwith arithmetic and helper functions.
4.5. Debugging Support
When the speciﬁcation is incomplete, the interpreter
prints the irreducible term, which provides a starting point
for manually completing the speciﬁcation. In some cases, it
is useful to also examine the trace provided by the rewrit-
ing engine. This trace records all rewriting operations that
take place.By searchingthroughthis trace, the user canﬁnd
out whether or not a particular rewriting rule has been ap-
plied and which intermediate terms have been generated in
the interpretation process. We also use this trace to debug
our interpreter: The rewriting engine prints a counter value
into the trace for each rewriting step. When we ﬁnd suspi-
cious activity in the rewriting trace, we used a conditional
breakpoint in a Java debugger to jump to the execution of
the rewriting step in question.
As an alternative for examining the rewriting trace, we
developeda user interface forthe rewritingengineas shown
in Fig. 3. Using the drop down menu at the top of the win-
dow, the user selects which rewriting computation to view.
Below, a tree view shows how each term is a reduction of
its parent by using one rewriting step. When a user selects
a term in the tree view, the viewer displays the axiom that
generated the selected term from its parent in the text area
at the bottom of the window.
65. Experience
We describe two scenarios in which we applied our al-
gebraic speciﬁcation interpreter. Section 5.1 gives an exam-
ple of developing a speciﬁcation from scratch. Section 5.2
shows how we used axioms generated by our speciﬁcation
discovery tool [14] and then debugged the speciﬁcation us-
ing a client application. Section 5.3 provides evidence that
the prototype generated by our tool from the speciﬁcation
has acceptable performance to be usable for many applica-
tions.
5.1. Extreme Specifying: A Case Study
Programmers can use our system to incrementally de-
velop a speciﬁcation (and thus a prototype) based on the
needs of the code that they are developing. For example,
when developing a Java class (“client”) the programmer
may not know all the requirements on classes that it uses
(“helpers classes”). Thus it would be premature to develop
the full speciﬁcation of a helper class before writing the
client. On the other hand, the programmer cannot develop
and test the client before writing a prototype of the helper.
Our tool helps in this dilemma by allowing a programmer
to develop a speciﬁcation and prototype of the helper class
as needed by the client. This section presents an example
where a programmerdevelops a speciﬁcation and prototype
of a hash set hand-in-handwith the client of the hash set.
The programmer starts by writing the client:
1 class Client f
2 public static void main(String args[])f
3 Integer one = new Integer(1);
4 HashSet s = new HashSet();
5 s.add(one);
6 System.out.println(”test 1 = ”+s.contains(one));gg
At this point, the programmer sees that the client needs a
hash set, which must support the methods add and contains.
Thus, the programmer creates the following incomplete
speciﬁcation:
1 speciﬁcation HashSetSpeciﬁcation
2 class HashSet
3 method NewHashSet is <void <init>()>
4 method add is <boolean add(java.lang.Object)>
5 method contains is <boolean contains(java.lang.Object)>
6 deﬁne HashSet
Note that the speciﬁcation also includes a NewHashSet op-
eration for creating a new hash set. Also note that the pro-
grammer starts with an empty set of axioms (i.e., there is
nothing under the deﬁne HashSet) directive. In other words,
the interpreter can build up the terms but has no rewrit-
ing rules to reduce them. When the programmer gives the
“Client” class and the speciﬁcation to the interpreter,the in-
terpreter responds with:
Client.java, line 5: Algebraic Interpreter failed to compute a value.
term = add(NewHashSet().state,Integer@1776).retval
Client.java, line 6: Algebraic Interpreter failed to compute a value.
term = contains(add(NewHashSet().state,Integer@1776
).state,Integer@1776).retval
The ﬁrst error message says that the interpreter could not
determine the return value of the invocation s.add. The sec-
ond error message complains about not being able to pro-
duce a return value for s.contains. To eliminate these error
messages and to compute the expected result, the program-
mer adds the following axioms:
forall o:Object add(NewHashSet().state,o).retval (Axiom 7)
==true
forall o:Object forall h:HashSet (Axiom 8)
contains(add(h,o).state,o).retval==true
The ﬁrst axiom says that adding any object to a new
hash set returns true. Note that this is inadequate in gen-
eral since it does not say anything about adding to a
non-empty HashSet. The second axiom says that im-
mediately after adding an object to the HashSet, invok-
ing contains(add(h,o).state,o).retval returns true. This axiom
too is limited since contains returns true only if the ele-
ment being checked was the last one added. With these two
axioms, the client runs successfully.
The programmer now continues implementing the client
and adds System.out.println(”test 0 = ”+s.contains(one)); imme-
diatelybeforeLine 5.Since this statement invokesa contains
on an empty hash set, the programmer also remembers to
add this axiom:
forall o:Object (Axiom 9)
contains(NewHashSet().state,o).retval==false
On running the modiﬁed client and speciﬁcation set, our
system gives the following error message:
test 0 = true
Client.java, line 6: Algebraic Interpreter failed to compute a value.
term = add(contains(NewHashSet().state,
Integer@7905).state,Integer@7905).retval
The problem is that the programmer forgot to specify how
contains affects the state of the object. This mistake is easy
for programmersto overlooksince they are primarily think-
ing in terms of what contains does and not what it does
not do. The debugging output of our tool, which prints all
rewriting attempts and intermediate terms (too verbose to
include in this paper), can also come in handy at this point
to ﬁnd what is missing from the axioms. Since contains does
not modify the state of the set, all we need to add is the fol-
lowing axiom:
forall h:HashSet forall o:Object contains(h,o).state==h
After this new axiom, the client executes success-
fully. Needless to say, the speciﬁcation of a hash set is
7still far from complete. As the programmer adds more be-
havior to the client class, our interpreter exposes more
of the limitations of the speciﬁcation. Ultimately, this it-
erative process may lead to a complete speciﬁcation
of the hash set. It is worth noting here that the qual-
ity of the test client is key to debugging the algebraic
speciﬁcation. Thus, once a programmer has ﬁnished devel-
opingthe client (andthus the speciﬁcation),it is worthwhile
to generate more clients for the hash set with the inten-
tion of “testing” the speciﬁcation of the hash set.
5.2. Debugging a Discovered Speciﬁcation
In this case study, we used the speciﬁcation discovery
tool [14] to generate a speciﬁcation for the java.util.ArrayList
class contained in Sun’s Java Development Kit. We then
used the algebraic interpreter to debug the discovered spec-
iﬁcation. Our client application is a BibTeX parser.1 We
chose this client application because it is not dependent on
libraries other than the Java standard libraries, it uses col-
lection classes, and we were familiar with the code.
Similar to what we describe in Section 5.1, debugging
the discovered speciﬁcation is an iterative process consist-
ing of three steps: (i) using the speciﬁcation interpreter to
run the client application, (ii) understanding the debugging
output, (iii) adding new algebraic axioms to the speciﬁca-
tion or modifying the existing axioms.
Out of the 10 algebraic axioms to execute the BibTeX
parser successfully, our discovery tool can produce 3 ax-
ioms exactly as needed. As an example, the following two
axioms specify how the ﬁrst element of an ArrayList can be
obtained by applying the get operation for index 0:
forall x0:Object (Axiom 10)
get(add(newArrayList().state,x0).state,0).retval == x0
forall l:ArrayList forall o1:Object forall o2:Object (Axiom 11)
get(add(add(l,o1).state,o2).state,0).retval
==get(add(l,o1).state,0).retval
We manually added 7 axioms to the speciﬁcation. Five
of those axioms describe the behavior of Iterator instances
generated by ArrayList objects. For example, the following
axiom states that an iterator created from an empty list does
not have a next element:
hasNext(iterator(ArrayList().state).retval).retval==false
The discovery tool currently cannot ﬁnd these 5 axioms be-
cause the state of the Iterator object is modeled as the return
value of the operation iterator() of another class (ArrayList).
This scenario is not covered by the currently implemented
equation generators. However, the discovery tool provides
extension points for adding new equation generators. An
appropriate equation generator can be implemented with-
out changing the infrastructure.
1 Available at www.cs.colorado.edu/˜henkel/stuff/javabib/.
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Figure 4. Term Rewriting Benchmark
Adding four of the axioms which describe the behavior
of Iterator was straight forward. The following axiom was
more involved:
forall l:ArrayList
next(iterator(l).retval).state
==iterator(remove(l,0).state).retval
This axiom describes how the next operation applied to an
iterator transforms the iterator’s state. Unfortunately, if this
axiom was used as a left to right rewriting rule, it would
increase the size of the term. Thus, our interpreter will not
use it (see Section 4.2).However,ourinterpreterallows hid-
den operations,which can be used in rewritingrules, but are
externally invisible [21]. We introduced a hidden operation
removeFirst, which eliminates the problem:
forall l:ArrayList (Axiom 12)
next(iterator(l).retval).state
==iterator(removeFirst(l).state).retval
The two remaining axioms we had to add describe the be-
haviorof thehiddenoperation removeFirst. Thespeciﬁcation
discovery tool can ﬁnd variations of both axioms which use
remove( ,0) instead of removeFirst( ). For example, it found
forall x0:Object
remove(add(ArrayList().state,x0).state,0).state
== ArrayList().state
ArrayList has a large number of operations, which means
that many axioms are needed to fully document it. By us-
ing the speciﬁcation interpreter, we focused on the axioms
neededfora particularrunof ourclient application.In other
words,understandingthe10executedaxiomsofourspeciﬁ-
cation is enoughfor understandingthe behaviorof ArrayList
for the particular run. Thus, the 10 executed axioms can be
considered a dynamic slice of the speciﬁcation.
We describe the full case study elsewhere [15].
85.3. Performance
To evaluate the performance of our rewriting engine, we
use the following benchmark, which is parameterized with
sizeOfList.
1 Object o = new Object();
2 LinkedList l = new LinkedList();
3 for (int i = 0; i < sizeOfList; i++) l.add(o);
4 l.get(sizeOfList 1);
This benchmark creates a linked list with sizeOfList ele-
ments (line 3) and then retrieves the last element (line 4). In
Figure 4, we plot the time it takes for the rewriting engine
to compute the result value of the get method call for line 4
in the benchmark (y-axis) for different values of sizeOfList
(x-axis). We measure the execution times on a Dell Pow-
erEdge 600SC Pentium 4 2.4 Ghz with 2 GB of RAM run-
ning Sun’s JDK 1.4.2 on SuSE Linux 8.1.
We present data for two different speciﬁcations of the
get method. The get method returns an element at a particu-
lar position in the list (counting from the ﬁrst element). The
add and addFirst add an entry to the end and beginningof the
list, respectively. Axiom 13 and Axiom 14 make up the ﬁrst
speciﬁcation of get and Axiom 15 and Axiom 16 make up
the second speciﬁcation of get:
forall l:LinkedList forall o:Object (Axiom 13)
get(addFirst(l,o).state,0).retval==o
forall l:LinkedList forall o:Object forall i:int (Axiom 14)
if i>=0 then get(addFirst(l,o).state,intAdd(i,1).retval).retval
== get(l,i).retval
forall l:LinkedList forall o:Object forall i:int (Axiom 15)
if size(l).retval == i then get(add(l,o).state,i).retval == o
forall l:LinkedList forall o:Object forall i:int (Axiom 16)
if size(l).retval > i then
get(add(l,o).state,i).retval == get(l,i).retval
The main difference between the two speciﬁcations is
that the ﬁrst one expresses get in terms of addFirst while the
second one expresses get in terms of add. Given our simula-
tion client, we would expect the second to be a better match
because the client also builds up the list in terms of add.
More speciﬁcally, if we use the ﬁrst speciﬁcation of get, our
rewriting engine will ﬁrst have to rewrite the term that cor-
responds to the entire linked list in terms of addFirst before
it can start to reduce it.
Our results (Figure 4) conﬁrm the intuition above. The
horizontal axis of Figure 4 gives the sizeOfList parameter
andtheverticalaxisgivesthetimeinsecondstoexecuteline
4 of the benchmark.The addFirst and add curves give the ex-
ecution times for the two speciﬁcations for different values
of sizeOfList. We see that the speciﬁcation that matches the
simulationclientis fasterthanthespeciﬁcationthatdoesnot
match the simulation client. In future work we plan to im-
plementmemoizationtechniques. Thus, subsequentinvoca-
tions of get will be able to reuse much of the work of rewrit-
ing the list term to use add instead of addFirst.
There are two points to take away from this data. First,
while the prototype implementation produced by our sys-
temis muchslowerthanahand-codedimplementation(e.g.,
executing the benchmark for sizeOfList=1000 with the ofﬁ-
cial JDK implementation takes less than 1 millisecond), it
may still be fast enough to be used for prototyping. Sec-
ond, some speciﬁcations may execute much faster than
other (equivalent) speciﬁcations, depending on the match
between the speciﬁcation and the simulation client.
6. Related Work
Previously [14] we described a system that can discover
algebraic speciﬁcations automatically from Java classes.
The output of that system can be used as a starting point for
developinga speciﬁcationofanexistingJava class. Thecur-
rent paper and our previous paper share the goal of making
formalspeciﬁcationtechniquesmoreappealingforpractical
use. Both techniques use the same speciﬁcation language
and are designed to be used together.
There is a vast body of prior work on term rewriting sys-
tems [6, 20]. Prior work has also studied the idea of using
termrewritingto simulatea softwarecomponent.Forexam-
ple, Wang and Parnas proposed the trace rewriting method
to simulate software modules [23]. However, they focus on
the rewriting technique for their system and unlike us, do
not integrate their system into a programming language or
provide details of an implementation. Implementations of
other rewriting engines and rewriting language have been
used to provide prototyping [10, 7, 20], but again, to our
knowledge, they do not interact with a client written in
a modern programming language. Thus, these systems do
not provide the software engineering beneﬁts that our ap-
proach offers. Antoy and Hamlet [2] propose self-checking
ADTs, which integrate rewriting into C++ and Java classes.
Amongotherdetails,oursystemdiffersby(i)fullyautomat-
ing the integration of Java code and the algebraic inter-
preter with a custom class loader, and (ii) a more expressive
algebraic speciﬁcation language that has been customized
for being embedded into Java (e.g., we allow operations to
both modify the state of an object and return a value). An-
toy and Hamlet manually implement representation map-
pings as C++/Java functions to allow intensional compar-
isons, which might be a useful addition to our current sys-
tem.
Other previous work uses algebraic speciﬁcations as as-
sertions to check whether implementations are consistent
witha givenspeciﬁcation[11,16, 8, 5, 4, 19].Someofthese
systems require test drivers to be written (e.g. [11]), others
generate test cases by themselves from the algebraic spec-
iﬁcations [8, 5, 4]. Sankar [19] uses a theorem prover to
determine which of the algebraic terms generated by a run-
ningprogramneedtobeequivalentandthencheckswhether
9the implementation implements the equivalences correctly.
While some of these systems interact with real implemen-
tation languages, our system is different in that it (i) seam-
lessly integrateswith a real implementationlanguagebyex-
ploiting reﬂection and dynamic class loading in Java; and
(ii) automatically constructs a prototype from an algebraic
speciﬁcation.
7. Conclusion
We describe the design, implementation,and usage of an
interpreter for algebraic speciﬁcations that is seamlessly in-
tegrated with Java. The goal of the system is to make alge-
braic speciﬁcations more cost effective and easier to write
and debug. Our tool creates a prototype implementation of
a class from its algebraic speciﬁcation. A Java program can
use this prototype implementation just like any hand-coded
implementation of the class.
Our approach helps in writing and debugging algebraic
speciﬁcations because programmers can now execute their
speciﬁcations and optionally compare the execution of the
speciﬁcation to a hand-coded implementation. Executing
the speciﬁcations exposes both errors and missing axioms
in the speciﬁcations. We illustrate the usefulness of this
approach by giving case studies and by presenting perfor-
mance results for the prototype produced by our tool.
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